INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL CAUSES  UPON   CIVILISATION.       ll
again have greatly helped in the development of their
civilisation of which industrialism may be said to be the
distinguishing feature. Wealth being the indispens-
able condition of their progress, its acquisition engages
large multitudes in endless industrial and commercial
pursuits, and nature and man in all quarters of the globe
have been made to minister to their ever-increasing
wants. *
rapacity and aggression being attributed in history to the nation they
represent, the national character is wholly misrepresent.^. (" History
of European Morals, " Introduction).	'
* Sometimes, however, in a way which is not quite consonant with
usually accepted ethical principles. Matters do not appear to be differen t
now from what they were when the following was written by Herbert
Spencer in 1876:
41 In China, India, Polynesia, Africa, the East Indian Archipelago,
reasons—never wanting to the' aggressor—are given for widening our
empire: without force if it may be, and with force if needful. ' After
annexing the Fiji Islands, voluntarily ceded only because there was no
practicable alternative, there comes now the proposal to take posses-
sion of Samoa. Accepting in exchange a territory subject to a treaty,
we ignore the treaty -and make the assertion of it a ground for war
with the Ashantees. In Sherbro our agreements with native chiefs
having brought about universal disorder, we se.nd a body of soldiers
to suppress it, and presently will allege the necessity of extending our
rule over a large area. So again in Perak. A resident sent to advise
becomes a resident who dictates; appoints as sultan the most plastic
candidate in place of one preferred by the chiefs; arouses resistance
which becomes a plea for using force; finds usurpation of the govern-
ment needful; has his proclamation torn down by a native; who is
thereupon stabbed by the resident's servant; the resident is himself
killed as a consequence; then (nothing being said of the murder of

